The main goal of the paper is to establish possible thermodynamic conditions at a phase boundary to describe a propagation of phase-transition fronts in crystalline solids. Classical equilibrium conditions are not valid in the case of fast propagation of sharp phase interfaces through the material during a stress-induced martensitic phase transformation. We propose to extend the equilibrium conditions to the nonequilibrium case in the framework of the thermodynamics of discrete systems. To provide the description of non-equilibrium states, the thermodynamic state space includes so-called contact quantities in addition to usual local equilibrium variables.
Introduction
A stress-induced phase transformation in a single crystal of a thermoelastic material occurs by the fast propagation of sharp phase interfaces through the material [1] . Balance laws of continuum mechanics at regular points and discontinuities and common constitutive relations are not su‰cient to determine the speed of the phasetransition front in crystalline solids [2] [3] [4] [5] . To eliminate this lack of constitutive information, the notions of a nucleation criterion and a kinetic relation have been imported from materials science [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . As expected, the propagation of a phase boundary is controlled by the kinetic relation which provides a macroscopic description of the e¤ects of the mechanisms that occur at the lattice-level during the process of phase transformation.
What continuum mechanics is able to determine is the so-called driving force f S acting on a phase boundary [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . The kinetic relation describes the relation be-tween the driving force and the velocity of the phase boundary. Additionally, the criterion for the nucleation of an austenite-to-martensite phase transition is assumed to be the attainment of a critical value f Ã of the driving force f S at the phase boundary [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . However, we have no tools to derive the kinetic relation even from experimental data. We can only guess the form of a dependence between the driving force and the phase boundary speed.
To avoid such guessing, we propose an alternative approach for introducing the additional constitutive information. First, we establish the jump relations at the phase boundary. Secondly, we make certain constitutive hypotheses in terms of contact quantities and entropy production at the phase boundary.
We expect that the new jump relations at the phase boundary should satisfy the following requirements:
-They can be used in non-equilibrium, because the stress-induced phase transformation in crystalline solids is a strongly non-equilibrium process due to the fast propagation of sharp phase interfaces through the material and entropy production during the phase transformation. -They should make a distinction between the presence or absence of a phase transformation process.
We need also to have a method for the description of non-equilibrium states. The latter can be done by means of an extension of the ideas of the thermodynamics of discrete systems [11] for the thermoelastic case.
In what follows we describe how the non-equilibrium jump conditions can be established and how they can be extended to thermoelasticity. Insertion of the additional constitutive information is also pointed out.
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the thermomechanical description of phase transition fronts in thermoelastic solids is given and discussed. Non-equilibrium thermodynamic conditions at the phase boundary, which are distinct in the presence and in the absence of phase transformation, are derived in the third section. The extension of these conditions to the non-equilibrium case is established in the fourth section in the framework of the thermodynamics of discrete systems.
2. Thermomechanical description of phase transition fronts
Thermomechanics in the material formulation
We consider the material framework of continuum mechanics [12] . This greatly simplifies the form of jump relations associated with the conservation laws.
The material body is a priori considered as an open, simply connected subset B of the material manifold M 3 of material points (or particles), which are referred to a position X in a reference configuration K R . Let K t be the actual (at time t) configuration of the solid body B in physical space E 3 . The direct time-parametrized motion of X is given by the su‰ciently regular function
x ¼ wðX; tÞ; ð1Þ which represents the time sequence of physical configurations occupied by the material point X in E 3 as time goes on. The physical velocity v and direct-motion gradient F are defined by
As concerns the inverse-motion description, it is assumed that
always. Then the inverse motion
is a well-behaved function. Thus, the material velocity V and the inverse-motion gradient F À1 can be defined by [12] V :¼ qw
At all regular material points, v and V are known to be related by [12] 
We now consider the case of thermoelastic conductors of heat. At any regular point X inside B, we have the following local balance laws [13, 14]r 0
and the inequality of Clausius-Duhem
On the thermodynamic conditions at moving phase-transition fronts
Here t is time, r 0 ðXÞ is the matter density in the reference configuration, p ¼ r 0 ðXÞvðX; tÞ is the linear momentum, T is the first Piola-Kirchho¤ stress tensor, S is the entropy per unit volume, y is temperature, Kðv; XÞ ¼ 1 2 r 0 v 2 is the kinetic energy per unit volume in the reference configuration, E ðF; y; XÞ is the corresponding internal energy, H ¼ K þ E, Q is the material heat flux.
The energy Eq. (9) in the bulk of each phase can also be written in the form of the heat conduction equation
because there is neither heat body source nor intrinsic dissipation.
The above equations are valid in any inhomogeneous material. It is clear that the existence of a discontinuity surface S breaks the symmetry of the problem and that it may be viewed as breaking the translational invariance of the whole physical system on the material manifold. Therefore, the presence of S manifests a lack of material homogeneity for the whole system under study. Accordingly, the equations associated with this lack of invariance must play a prominent role in further considerations concerning S. At regular material points this equation is the balance of pseudo-momentum [12] (each phase being materially homogeneous), because it is generated by a smooth change in the material point:
where P ¼ ÀF T Á p is the pseudo-momentum or material momentum, b ¼ ÀðL1 R þ T Á FÞ is the dynamical Eshelby stress tensor, L ¼ K À W is the Lagrangian density per unit reference volume, W ðF; y; XÞ is the free energy per unit volume, and
is the thermal inhomogeneity force.
The constitutive equations read:
Jump relations
The phase transition progress is viewed as the growth of a deformable thermoelastic body (one phase) at the expense of another deformable thermoelastic body (the other phase). The surface separating the two phases is considered as an ideal mathematical surface of zero thickness. It apparently does not present, by itself, any structure and thermodynamic properties (e.g., surface energy, surface tension, etc.). In a more general theory, however, it could have such properties.
Let sðx; tÞ be a smooth surface in physical space E 3 at time t. This surface is assumed to have a uniquely defined unit normal n and tangent plane at all points on it. Edges, apices, and cusps are thus avoided in this ideal situation. In the reference configuration K R , sðx; tÞ is mapped onto the surface SðX; tÞ and is also assumed to have the same degree of smoothness. The smooth discontinuity surface S divides the body into two regular subregions, the two phases in our problem.
Corresponding jump relations across S are called the Rankine-Hugoniot jump relations [13, 14] ,
and
Here ½A ¼ A þ À A À and A G are the uniform limits of the field A in approaching the front from its positive and negative sides, respectively, along the unit normal N S to the front oriented from its negative to its positive side, V N is the normal component of the material velocity of the points of S, s S is an unknown non-negative scalar.
Both Eqs. (11) and (12) are nonconservative. Therefore, the corresponding jump relations across S should exhibit source terms to be jointly determined by the thermodynamic study [13, 14] :
where q S is an unknown scalar and f S is an unknown material co-vector. The three quantities, s S ; q S , and f S , are surface sources and are collectively constrained to satisfy the second law of thermodynamics at S, as expressed by the second part of (18) . In other words, if there is a dissipative progress ðV N 0 0Þ of the front, then the heat source q S and an entropy source s S at S are related such that [13, 14] 
where f S ¼ f S Á N S is the scalar value of the driving force applied along the normal to S.
Thus, we have the complete set of jump relations at the phase boundary. However, these jump relations are useless until we can determine the value of the velocity of the phase boundary.
Kinetics of coherent phase-transition fronts
In the case of phase transition fronts, the material condition
is referred to as the condition of coherency, for it implies in discrete terms (on the lattice structure) that material points of S belong simultaneously to both phases at S at all times [13] .
We consider that the transition across S is homothermal, so that
It relates the two allotropic phases of the same material, e.g., two variants or two phases in a shape-memory alloy having an elastic free energy of the type ð14Þ 3 .
Fortunately, the scalar value of the driving force at the surface S can be determined in a general form as follows [9, 10] f S ¼ À½W ðF; y;
What thermodynamics says here is that f S and V must be related in such a way as not to contradict the second law of thermodynamics at S. Once f S has been expressed in terms of V, then the system of field and jump equations is entirely closed. Imagine that we know the solution of the thermoelastic problem at time t on each side of S. Then we can compute f S , and V shall be such that the second law is respected. This dictates the sign of V along the unit normal to S, and thus the direction of progress of the front, i.e., which phase is progressing into the other, is determined.
A possible solution is the introduction of an additional constitutive relation between the material velocity at the interface and the driving force in the form of a kinetic relation (cf. [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] ):
Unfortunately, we have no tools to derive the kinetic relation except simple-minded phenomenology. Therefore, we are forced to look for another way to introduce the additional constitutive information to be able to describe the motion of the phase boundary.
At this point we should fix the situation:
-We cannot use jump relations at the phase boundary because the velocity of the phase boundary is undetermined.
-We have used local equilibrium approximation because it is assumed that all the fields are defined correctly. -We have not any distinction between the presence and the absence of phase transformation.
The first step is to derive non-equilibrium thermodynamic conditions at the phase boundary. We will start with the case of single-component fluid-like systems.
3. Non-equilibrium conditions at the phase boundary: Thermodynamics
It is commonly assumed that there exists a constitutive relation for a two-phase material (e.g., double-well potential). This means that a two-phase body as a whole has a local accompanying state. Definitely, there exists a constitutive relation for each phase. This means that each phase can be separately considered as a thermodynamic system having a local accompanying state. The problem is to describe the nonequilibrium thermodynamic states of each subsystem and the whole two-phase system in a consistent way.
Consider two single-component fluid-like systems, which interact with each other and with the environment which is the same for both (Figure 1) . In general the systems are in non-equilibrium, whereas the environment is presupposed to be in equilibrium because of its reservoir properties. We suppose that the non-equilibrium state of each system can be associated with an equilibrium state of the accompanying thermostatic system.
In the case of a single-component system, we have to know the values of three variables, for example, y; V ; M, for describing the equilibrium state of the system completely. We now will consider the special case in which the states of the two systems are associated with local equilibrium states with di¤erent temperatures y ð1Þ and y ð2Þ , volumes V ð1Þ and V ð2Þ , and masses M ð1Þ and M ð2Þ . 
We should note that interacting systems always form a composite system. It is clear that the thermodynamic description of the composite system should be consistent with those of the interacting subsystems.
Equilibrium conditions
We start with the classical equilibrium conditions at the phase boundary. This means that both the subsystems and the composite system are in local equilibrium and
where U denotes the internal energy.
The classical equilibrium conditions at the phase boundary consist, for fluid-like systems, in the equality of temperatures, pressures and chemical potentials in the two phases, that is
Non-equilibrium conditions -1
For non-equilibrium states, we cannot expect that the total di¤erential of the internal energy for the composite system still consists only of the sum of those for subsystems (27) due to interaction between subsystems. This means that we need to introduce an additional term to compensate the di¤erence [15] :
Here U cs corresponds to the local equilibrium state of a composite system and U ex is an excess energy due to the mutual interaction of subsystems.
If we suppose that the local equilibrium state of the composite system is the same as the equilibrium state of the environment, we come to the full equilibrium for the composite system: dU cs ¼ 0, dS cs ¼ 0, dV cs ¼ 0, dM cs ¼ 0.
At this point we obtain the following conditions:
ex ¼ U ex . This a direct generalization of the classical equilibrium conditions at the phase boundary in the case of non-equilibrium. However, we are still unable to distinguish the presence from the absence of a phase transformation in this representation. Fortunately, there exists a way to take into account such a distinction, as follows from the stability conditions of a simple system.
Stability conditions
The intrinsic stability of single-component simple fluid-like system may be expressed by the following two conditions [16] :
If the criteria of stability (35) are not satisfied, then a system breaks up into two or more phases. The critical point that forms the boundary between full stability and instability is determined by several conditions, the first of them (necessary, but not su‰cient) being the following one [16] :
The same condition can be expressed in terms of the thermodynamic derivatives of the internal energy qU qV
Therefore, the critical point of stability is controlled by other thermodynamic derivatives than those in the equilibrium condition (29).
Non-equilibrium conditions -2
It is natural to express the conditions between subsystems in non-equilibrium in the terms which are used in relation (37). This leads to another choice of independent variables in the fundamental equation, namely, y; V ; M or p; V ; M.
Choosing the set of independent variables y; V ; M, we need to exploit the condition dy cs ¼ 0 to provide the conservation of entropy for the local accompanying state of the composite system. Then we will have
The first of the obtained conditions means that any change in temperature of one of the subsystems should lead to a corresponding change in temperature in another subsystem in order to hold the local equilibrium temperature of the composite system.
With another choice of independent variables, namely, p; V ; M, we have, taking into account the condition dp cs ¼ 0, correspondingly
In general, the latter two sets of conditions determine di¤erent kinds of interaction between phases. The first one can be associated with the interaction between any heterogeneous phases or materials without phase transformation, and the latter one with the presence of a phase transformation process accompanied by entropy production at the phase boundary.
At the critical point of instability we have a continuous change of the set of conditions from one to another. Therefore, the two conditions (39) and (42) should be satisfied at this point simultaneously.
Non-equilibrium states
The obtained conditions are represented in terms of energy. In practice, however, we exploit more common quantities, like temperature, pressure, etc., which are related to the energy by constitutive equations. Therefore we need to have the description of non-equilibrium states.
The most convenient non-equilibrium thermodynamic theory for such a description is the thermodynamics of discrete systems [11, 17] . In this theory, the state space of any discrete system is extended by means of so-called contact quantities. In the simplest case of a fluid-like system, they are contact temperature Y, dynamic pressure p, and dynamic chemical potential n. These quantities correspond to the interaction between a discrete system and its surroundings by heat, work and mass exchanges, and are determined by the following inequalities [11] :
Here y Ã is the thermostatic temperature of the equilibrium environment, p Ã its equilibrium pressure, and m Ã its equilibrium chemical potential. The contact temperature is the dynamical analogue to the thermostatic temperature [11] . The interpretation of the contact temperature is as follows: from (44) it is evident that the heat exchange _ Q Q and the bracket have always the same sign. We now presuppose that there exists exactly one equilibrium environment for each arbitrary state of a discrete system for which the net heat exchange between them vanishes. Consequently, the defining inequality (44) determines the contact temperature Y of the system as that thermostatic temperature y of the system's environment for which this net heat exchange vanishes. The same interpretation holds true for the dynamical pressure p and the dynamical chemical potential n with respect to the net rate of the volume and to the net rate of each mole number due to external material exchange.
Thus, the complete description of the non-equilibrium state of a discrete system includes both common thermodynamic parameters and contact quantities characterizing the interaction of the system with its environment. The next step is to specify how the constitutive information should be introduced. We will demonstrate this with the example of a thermoelastic medium.
Non-equilibrium conditions at the phase boundary: Thermomechanics
In the required extension of the concepts of the thermodynamics of discrete systems to the thermoelastic case we must define a contact dynamic stress tensor S instead of dynamic pressure p since the state space includes the deformation. We have thus
Here T Ã is the Piola-Kirchho¤ stress tensor in the environment. 
where E is the internal energy per unit volume.
It is supposed that the introduced contact quantities are connected with the excess energy in a similar way
where the excess entropy S ex appears in full analogy with (49). In fact, the latter two equations are relations of the constitutive type for the introduced contact stresses and the excess entropy.
The thermodynamic equilibrium conditions (39) and (42) are generalized to nonequilibrium situations as follows (square brackets still denote jumps):
We refer to the obtained relations (52) and (53) as thermodynamic consistency conditions. The first kind of consistency (52) is valid for all processes with no entropy production, while the second kind (53) corresponds to any inhomogeneity accompanied by entropy production.
In the case of heterogeneous materials without phase transformation, conditions of coherency (22) and homothermality (23) are su‰cient for the closure of the system of equations for the determination of contact stresses. In the case of phase transformations, we need to introduce an additional constitutive relation for the entropy excess.
The last remark concerns the change of the type of the thermodynamic consistency. Such a change is expected to correspond to the initiation or the finishing of the phase transformation process. At this point, both thermodynamic consistency conditions should be satisfied simultaneously. This yields
The latter relation is nothing other than the condition for the determination of the critical value of the driving force, corresponding to the initiation of the phase transformation at the considered level of description.
Conclusions
The thermomechanical description of phase-transition front propagation in solids needs to be complemented by additional constitutive information related to the motion of the phase boundary. Instead of the introduction of a kinetic relation, we proposed deriving non-equilibrium jump relations at the phase boundary.
The introduced non-equilibrium thermodynamic conditions at the phase boundary di¤er from the classical equilibrium conditions in two ways. First, they include the energy of interaction between the discrete elements adjacent to the phase boundary. Secondly, they are written in the form which is similar to that used in stability conditions. The latter allows one to apply di¤erent forms of the consistency conditions in the presence and in the absence of phase transformations.
The continuous change of the type of jump relations at the initiation of the phase transformation process leads to the simultaneous satisfaction of both of them at this instant in time. As a result, a relation for the critical value of driving force is obtained.
To apply the non-equilibrium jump relations at the phase boundary for a particular problem, additional constitutive relations between the energy of interaction and contact quantities are introduced. After that we can operate with contact quantities instead of interaction energy. Besides, the constitutive information concerning entropy production is needed and should be provided additionally for every particular case.
It has been shown [18] [19] [20] that the formulated non-equilibrium jump relations together with a simple hypothesis about entropy production are su‰cient for the description of the phase-transition front propagation in the one-dimensional case.
If phase transformation does not occur, a numerical scheme based on the nonequilibrium jump relations and kinematic coherency condition [21, 22] leads to the same expressions for contact quantities as proposed for numerical fluxes in the recently developed conservative wave-propagation algorithm [23] . In truth there practically exists an ''isomorphy'' between the thermodynamics of discrete systems -as understood here -and this numerical scheme that is then automatically consistent with thermodynamics. Other recent examples of the simulation of thermoelastic wave propagation processes by means of the thermodynamic consistency conditions (52) and (53) can be found in [24] [25] [26] [27] .
